1. Introduction
===============

Cancer is defined by the American Cancer Society as a group of diseases characterized by the uncontrolled growth and spread of abnormal cells. The World Health Organization (WHO) states that one defining feature of cancer is the rapid creation of abnormal cells that grow beyond their usual boundaries, and which can then invade adjoining parts of the body and spread to other organs. This growth is caused by either external factors (tobacco, infectious organisms and an unhealthy diet), or by internal factors (inherited genetic mutations, hormones, and immune conditions) ([www.cancer.org](www.cancer.org)).

Cancer can have severe health consequences, and is a leading cause of mortality worlwide; there are 8.2 million cancer-related deaths, which corresponds to 13% of all deaths worldwide. Data from the Cancer Research UK indicated that in 2012, approximately 14.1 million new cases of cancer were diagnosed in worldwide. Among these cases, 7.4 million (53%) were diagnosed in males and 6.7 million (47%) in females, with a male-to-female ratio of 10:9. The world age-standardized incidence rate points out that there are 205 new cancer cases for every 100,000 males worldwide, and 165 for every 100,000 females ([@b1-ijo-48-03-0869]).

According to WHO, lung, prostate, colorectal, stomach and liver cancer are the most common types of cancer in males, while breast, colorectal, lung, uterine cervix and stomach cancer are the most common among females. Statistics also indicate that there is expected to be a 70% increase in new cancer cases over the next two decades. The American Cancer Society released the analysis for 2015, projecting that there will be an estimated 1,658,370 new cancer cases diagnosed and 589,430 cancer-related deaths in the US ([@b2-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Presently, there are over 100 types of cancer, which require a great effort for diagnosis and treatment; due to this high incidence and high risk for public health, intense research designed into this topic is being carried out worldwide.

Over the past decades, a growing body of evidence has indicated that cancer patients can be cured by novel molecular target therapies due to the molecular characterization of the tumor from each patient. The phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt pathway is aberrantly activated in several types of cancers and targeting this pathway with drug inhibitors may result in more effective anticancer treatment for both solid and hematologic tumors ([@b3-ijo-48-03-0869]). In this review, recent data regarding the regulation of the PI3K/Akt signal transduction pathway and its involvement in the development and progression cancer are discussed. Furthermore, the most relevant studies focusing on the specific action of new molecular targeted agents are discussed.

2. Akt structure and function
=============================

The serine/threonine kinase Akt, also known as protein kinase B or PKB, with three isoforms (Akt1, Akt2 and Akt3), plays a critical role in regulating diverse cellular functions ([Fig. 1](#f1-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) including cell size/growth, proliferation, survival, glucose metabolism, genome stability, transcription and protein synthesis, and neovascularization ([@b4-ijo-48-03-0869]). One of the major functions of Akt/PKB is to promote growth factor-mediated cell survival, to promote cell proliferation and to inhibit apoptosis through the inactivation of pro-apoptotic proteins, such as Bad (Bcl-2 antagonist of cell death) and mouse double minute 2 homolog (MDM2; which causes the degradation of p53) ([@b5-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Studies have proven that the Akt signaling cascade is frequently impaired in many types of cancer and, in some cases, that it is associated with tumor aggressiveness. These are the reasons for considering this signaling pathway as a strong target candidate for cancer therapy or even cancer prevention ([@b6-ijo-48-03-0869],[@b7-ijo-48-03-0869]).

The Akt structure consists of a three domains: i) an amino terminal pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, consisting of 100 amino acids, sharing similarity to those found in other signaling molecules binding 3-phosphoinositide; this domain interacts with membrane lipid products, such as phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-triphosphate (PIP3) and phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2); ii) a central kinase domain, highly similar to other cAMP-dependent protein kinase C (AGC kinases), containing a regulatory threonine residue (Thr308) which phosphorylation activates Akt; iii) a carboxyl-terminal regulatory domain containing the hydrophobic region consisting of 40 amino acids, including the serine regulatory residue (Ser473) ([@b8-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Akt isoforms share a high degree of sequence homology in their catalytic domains, but diverge in the regulatory domain and the PH domain. Akt1 and Akt2 are ubiquitously expressed, whereas Akt3 is found predominantly in the brain, heart and kidneys ([@b9-ijo-48-03-0869]). The catalytic domain of Akt displays a high degree of similarity to those found in cAMP-dependent protein kinase or protein kinase A (PKA) and protein kinase C (PKC), hence the other name of Akt, protein kinase B (PKB). Structurally, and functionally, Akt belongs to the AGC kinase family, a group named after its major representatives, the PKA, the cGMP-dependent protein kinase or protein kinase G (PKG) and PKC ([@b10-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Akt, together with PI3K, are the key elements of the Akt signaling cascade, also known as PI3K/Akt, a signal transduction pathway that promotes survival and growth in response to extracellular signals ([@b5-ijo-48-03-0869]). This signaling cascade can be activated by receptor tyrosine kinases, integrins, B and T cell receptors, cytokine receptors, G-protein-coupled receptors and other stimuli that induce production of PIP3 ([@b11-ijo-48-03-0869],[@b12-ijo-48-03-0869]). PI3K is overexpressed in ovarian and cervical cancer and has mutations associated with breast cancer, glioblastoma and gastric cancer ([@b13-ijo-48-03-0869],[@b14-ijo-48-03-0869]).

The activation of Akt firstly involves a PH domain-dependent membrane translocation step, followed by the phosphorylation of the two key regulatory sites, Thr308 and Ser473 ([@b15-ijo-48-03-0869]). Various signaling events activate PI3K to phosphorilate its membrane substrate, PIP2, generating PIP3 ([@b16-ijo-48-03-0869]). PIP3 recruits Akt to the plasma membrane by interacting with the PH domain and modifies its conformation to allow subsequent phosphorylation by the phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1 (PDK1) at the Thr308 site in the regulatory domain ([@b17-ijo-48-03-0869]). This signaling event primes Akt for phosphorylation at Ser473 by mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR)C2 ([@b16-ijo-48-03-0869]). Members of the PI3K-related kinase family, including DNA-PK, can also phosphorylate Akt at Ser473 ([@b18-ijo-48-03-0869]). In addition, there are some binding proteins which regulate the activity of Akt \[actin, extracellular signal-regulated protein kinase (Erk)1/2, heat shock protein (Hsp)90, Hsp27 and Posh\]. For example, Hsp90 uses repeated cycles of client protein binding, the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and interaction with its co-chaperones, such as Hsp70, Cdc37, HOP, p23 and activator of heat shock 90 kDa protein ATPase homolog 1 (Aha1) to control the stability and activity of hundreds of client proteins involved in critical signaling pathways necessary for cellular proliferation, cell cycle progression, and apoptosis, including Akt ([@b19-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Akt is dephosphorylated by protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) and the PH domain leucine-rich-repeat-containing protein phosphatase 1/2 (PHLPP2). In addition, the tumor suppressor, phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), inhibits Akt activity by dephosphorylating PIP3 ([@b20-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Activated Akt modulates the function of numerous substrates involved in the regulation of cell survival, cell cycle progression and cellular growth ([@b21-ijo-48-03-0869]). Akt modulates cellular processes by phosphorylating different substrates, such as proline-rich Akt substrate of 40 kDa (PRAS40), actin-associated protein paladin, CDK inhibitors p21 and p27, palladin and vimentin, IKKα and Tpl2 ([@b9-ijo-48-03-0869]). Akt regulates cell growth ([Fig. 1](#f1-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) through its effects on the TSC1/TSC2 complex and mTORC signaling and acts as a major mediator of cell survival through the direct inhibition of pro-apoptotic proteins, such as Bad or through the inhibition of pro-apoptotic signals generated by transcription factors, such as Forkhead box protein O1 (FoxO) ([@b22-ijo-48-03-0869]).

mTOR is a downstream member of the PI3K/Akt and adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase pathways, and is a key regulator of cell growth and metabolism. mTOR ([Fig. 1](#f1-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) is a component of two similar complexes: mTORC1, which promotes mRNA translation and protein synthesis by the phosphorylation of ribosomal protein S6 kinase (S6K1) and eIF4E binding protein 1 (4E-BP1) and mTORC2, which organizes the cellular actin cytoskeleton and regulates Akt phosphorylation ([@b22-ijo-48-03-0869]).

As Akt isoforms share a high degree of structural similarity, it has long been assumed that their functions largely overlap. However, Akt1 has a cardio-protective role by supporting heart\'s physiological growth and function ([@b23-ijo-48-03-0869]). Strong evidence indicates a significant association between schizophrenia and a decrease in Akt1 levels ([@b24-ijo-48-03-0869]). As previously demonstrated, hyperglycemia and reduced glucose transport in muscle are present in knockout Akt2 mice, but not following the depletion of Akt1 or Akt3 ([@b25-ijo-48-03-0869]). A recent study indicated that both Akt1 and Akt2 contribute to insulin-dependent glucose transporter type 4 (GLUT4) translocation to the membrane ([@b26-ijo-48-03-0869]). Akt3 does not appear to significantly influence normal metabolism, but it is critical for brain development; several Akt3 mutations have been reported in neurological disorders ([@b27-ijo-48-03-0869]).

3. Akt inhibitors as anticancer agents
======================================

The Akt pathway is one of the most frequently deregulated signaling pathways in human cancers with many of its components described as altered. The activation of the Akt pathway plays an essential role in cell survival, proliferation, migration and differentiation, contributing to tumorigenesis and tumor metastasis. The overexpression and activation of Akt are often associated with resistance to chemotherapy or radiotherapy ([@b28-ijo-48-03-0869]). Our preliminary results, which are still unpublished, suggest that Akt activation is observed in melanoma samples from patients with occupational sun exposure. Such an Akt activation has also been identified in melanoma samples, previously screened for B-RAF^V600E^ mutations ([@b29-ijo-48-03-0869]), harboring both B-RAF^V600E^ and PI3K^H1047R^. Intriguingly, both mutations were detected among indoor workers with intermittent sun exposure, suggesting that Akt activation may be linked with a previous damage to DNA by ultraviolet (UV) light.

Akt is also overexpressed or activated in a variety of human cancers, including lung, breast, ovarian, gastric and pancreatic carcinomas ([@b30-ijo-48-03-0869]). PTEN activity can be impaired by mutations, deletions or promoter methylation in many primary and metastatic human cancers, and activating mutations of PI3K have been observed in various human tumors ([@b31-ijo-48-03-0869]). It has been demonstrated that a low PTEN expression correlates with poor responses to trastuzumab-based therapy ([@b33-ijo-48-03-0869]) and it has been hypothesized that Akt inhibitors may be useful in these cases. Various substances that can also increase PTEN levels are under investigation as anticancer therapies, such as the proteasome inhibitor, bortezomib ([@b34-ijo-48-03-0869]), and the natural lignans, deoxypodophyllotoxin ([@b35-ijo-48-03-0869]) and matairesinol ([@b36-ijo-48-03-0869]).

An oncogenetic activating mutation (E17K) in the PH domain of Akt1 has been detected in some types of solid tumors. This mutation has been reported in breast (5.9%), colorectal (1.6%), lung (0.6%) and ovarian cancers (0.8%), as well as in melanoma (0.5%) ([@b37-ijo-48-03-0869]). Akt1 is frequently elevated in breast and prostate cancers. The amplification and overexpression of Akt2 has been shown to correlate with the aggressiveness of cancer and poor survival rates, and is frequently detected in prostate, ovarian, breast, pancreatic and colorectal cancers ([@b38-ijo-48-03-0869]--[@b40-ijo-48-03-0869]). In previous studies, the immunohistochemical staining of clinical samples revealed that Akt3 protein expression was upregulated in androgen-independent prostate cancer cell lines, estrogen receptor-deficient breast cancer cells ([@b41-ijo-48-03-0869]) and in primary ovarian cancers ([@b42-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Akt is considered as an attractive target for cancer therapy and multiple attempts to identify specific inhibitors with acceptable pharmaceutical properties have been pursued. Despite significant progress being made, selectivity is a key issue for many ATP-competitive Akt inhibitors, particularly towards the AGC kinase family. The development of Akt inhibitors has been also hampered by the existence of three isozymes, which differ in function, tissue distribution and affinity for ligands ([@b43-ijo-48-03-0869]). The development of Akt-specific and isoform-selective inhibitors using the catalytic domain of the kinase has been predicted to be difficult due to high sequence homology, determining alternative and novel approaches to target Akt and to identify allosteric inhibitors ([@b44-ijo-48-03-0869]).

The major Akt inhibitors classified by the inhibition mechanisms and by their chemical scaffold are presented in [Table I](#tI-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="table"}.

4. ATP-competitive inhibitors
=============================

Isoquinoline-5-sulfonamides
---------------------------

One of the first relatively selective inhibitors of Akt was NL-71-101, obtained after the screening of a combinatorial library designed using the structure of the isoquinoline-5-sulfonamide derivative, H-89, as a starting point ([Fig. 2](#f2-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}). H-89 is a potent inhibitor of PKA and it was observed to inhibit the growth of the human colon cancer cell line, Caco-2, in a dose-dependent manner, while the congener derivative, H-8, did not. H-89 proved to be an inhibitor of Akt and opened a new direction for development of Akt inhibitors ([@b45-ijo-48-03-0869]). H-89 has been shown to inhibit PKA 70 - fold more potently than Akt, but NL-71-101 is relatively selective towards Akt, inhibiting it 2--3-fold more potently than PKA ([@b46-ijo-48-03-0869]). This compound induces the apoptosis of ovarian carcinoma cells at high concentrations ([@b43-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Azepane derivatives
-------------------

A similar strategy was used to improve the inhibition of Akt over PKA, starting from the natural fungal metabolite, (−)-balanol. The ester moiety of the balanol is responsible for its low stability and was replaced with an amide group rendering a new series of azepane inhibitors of Akt ([@b47-ijo-48-03-0869]). Most programs to develop ATP-competitive inhibitors of Akt are driven by achieving selectivity towards PKA because of its role over key cell functions ([@b48-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Aminofurazans
-------------

GSK690693 is an aminofurazan derivative, ATP-competitive inhibitor with IC~50~ values of 2, 13 and 9 nM against Akt 1, 2 and 3, respectively ([@b49-ijo-48-03-0869]). In preclinical studies, GSK690693 was shown to inhibit the proliferation of various hematologic neoplasia, with acute lymphoblastic leukemia cell lines being the most sensitive ([@b50-ijo-48-03-0869]), but exerted limited effects on xenograft models ([@b51-ijo-48-03-0869]). The clinical development of this compound was terminated due to the associated side-effect of transient hyperglycemia ([@b52-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Compounds with heterocyclic 6-5 fused rings
-------------------------------------------

Virtual, biochemical and crystallographic screens identified 7-azaindole as an important small fragment for the design of Akt inhibitors. The optimization of the scaffold advanced to the development of 6-phenylpurine ([@b53-ijo-48-03-0869]) and afterwards to pyrrolo\[2,3-*d*\]pyrimidine derivatives. The coupling of the 4-aminopiperidine and pyrrolopyrimidine moieties afforded CCT128930 and provided selectivity over PKA ([@b54-ijo-48-03-0869]). CCT128930 ([Fig. 3](#f3-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) has been shown to inhibit the phosphorylation of a range of Akt substrates and to induce marked antitumor responses in various cancer cell lines ([@b55-ijo-48-03-0869]). The pyrrolopyrimidine scaffold was used extensively in the development of various Akt inhibitors. The replacement of the piperidine ring in the structure of CCT128930 has led to a series of 3-aminopyrrolidines with a very good selectivity over PKA ([@b56-ijo-48-03-0869]). A high throughput *in vitro* kinase assay of pyrrolopyrimidines has led to the development of a potent Akt1 inhibitor with an anilinotriazole structure. Further development replaced the anilinotriazole moiety with an imidazopiperidine which led to the discovery of the spiroindolines scaffold as linker to the pyrrolo\[2,3-*d*\]pyrimidine ([@b57-ijo-48-03-0869]).

In order to improve the rapid *in vivo* metabolism and low oral bioavailability of CCT128930, the 4-amino-4-benzylpiperidine moiety was modified to 4-amino-piperidine-4-carboxamide, leading to the development of AZD5363 ([@b58-ijo-48-03-0869]).

AZD5363 ([Fig. 3](#f3-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) has been shown to inhibit all Akt isoforms with a potency of ≤10 nmol/l and has shown reduced hERG affinity, and a higher selectivity against the closely related Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) in addition to good pharmacokinetics properties ([@b59-ijo-48-03-0869]). Treatment with AZD5363 has been shown to inhibit the proliferation of 41 of 182 solid and hematological tumor cell lines with a potency of ≤3 μmol/l and the highest frequency of sensitivity was observed in breast cancer cells. AZD5363 significantly enhanced the antitumor activity of docetaxel, lapatinib and trastuzumab in breast cancer xenografts. The activity of AZD5363 in human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-amplified breast cancer cells was enhanced by the addition of a pan-erbB \[epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)\] tyrosine kinase ([@b60-ijo-48-03-0869]). Several clinical assays of phase I and II are undergoing to assess the AZD5363 in breast, gastric and prostate cancers ([@b61-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Ipatasertib (GDC-0068, RG7440) was the result of the discovery and optimization of a series of 6,7-dihydro-5*H*-cyclopenta\[d\]pyrimidine compounds. It is orally bioavailable and has demonstrated potent inhibition of all three Akt isoforms and a poor inhibition of other members of the PKA family ([@b62-ijo-48-03-0869]). Treatmetn with ipatasertib has been shown to inhibit Akt signaling in both human cancer cell lines and in tumor xenograft models, resulting in the blockade of cell cycle progression the decreased viability of cancer cell lines ([@b63-ijo-48-03-0869]). Ipatasertib is currently under evaluation in several clinical phase I and II trials (NCT02430363 and NCT02301988). In a phase Ib clinical study, the combination of ipatasertib with paclitaxel was well-tolerated and a phase II study designed to estimate the efficacy of this combination in metastatic triple-negative breast cancer patients is in progress ([@b64-ijo-48-03-0869]).

A-674563 and A-443654 ([Fig. 3](#f3-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) were the result of a high-throughput screening hit which weakly inhibited Akt. The potency was improved by the addition of an indole ring to the aliphatic side chain and by constraining rotatable bonds between the central and distal pyridine rings by forming an isoquinoline ring. The isoquinoline moiety was transformed in an indazole ring to afford a second hydrogen interaction to the hinge region, resulting in A-443654. The replacement the indole with a phenyl moiety resulted in compound A-674563 and provided oral bioavailability ([@b65-ijo-48-03-0869]). These compounds are potent, ATP-competitive and reversible inhibitors of Akt. A-443654 has equal potency against Akt isoforms and is 40-fold more selective for Akt over PKA, while A-674563 is less selective, particularly against the cyclin-dependent kinases ([@b66-ijo-48-03-0869]). Both compounds behave similarly *in vivo* antitumor activity assay, with A-443654 being more potent and more selective than A-674563. The both derivatives increased the efficacy of paclitaxel in a prostate carcinoma cell xenograft model ([@b65-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Several other nitrogen compounds containing 6-5 fused rings have proven to be good templates for the development of potent Akt inhibitors. Azaindazole and 4,7-diazaindazole were incorporated in the structure of tetrasubstituted aminopyridines providing potent and selective Akt inhibitors ([@b67-ijo-48-03-0869]). A series of 1*H*-indazole-4,7-diones have been shown to exert dual inhibitory effects on both the activity and phosphorylation of Akt1 in the PC-3 tumor cell line ([@b68-ijo-48-03-0869]). Dihydrothieno- and dihydrofuro- pyrimidine scaffolds generated potent pan Akt inhibitors ([@b69-ijo-48-03-0869]). GSK690693, described above and classified as an aminofurazane derivative, can also be included in the 6-5 fused rings group based on its imidazo\[4,5-*c*\]pyridine core.

Phenylpyrazole derivatives
--------------------------

AT7867 was developed using fragment- and structure-based drug design starting from the discovery of 4-phenylpyrazole as week Akt inhibitor. The inhibition of Akt2 by AT7867 was shown to be ATP-competitive and the binding at the ATP site was confirmed by determining the three-dimensional structure of the ligand-enzyme complex using X-ray crystallography ([@b70-ijo-48-03-0869]). AT7867 ([Fig. 4](#f4-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) is an oral potent inhibitor of all Akt isoforms and of the downstream p70 S6 kinase (p70 S6K) and also of PKA. It suppresses cell proliferation, and induces the apoptosis of a range of human cancer cell lines, but is still in preclinical studies ([@b71-ijo-48-03-0869]).

AT13148 ([Fig. 4](#f4-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) was identified using high-throughput X-ray crystallography and fragment-based lead discovery techniques starting from a 4-phenylpyrazole scaffold, such as AT7867. Both compounds share a high degree of structural similarity and, accordingly, comparable inhibitions profiles. AT13148 is an ATP-competitive multi-AGC kinase inhibitor blocking Akt, p70 S6K, PKA, ROCK, and serum and glucocorticoid-inducible kinase (SGK). It has a marked apoptotic rather than cytostatic profile, emphasizing the functional differences between its properties as a multi-kinase inhibitor in contrast with the selective Akt inhibitors ([@b72-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Thiophenecarboxamides and derivatives
-------------------------------------

A derivate of 2-pyrimidyl-5-amidothiophene was identified as an ATP-competitive inhibitor of Akt3 using high throughput screening. The lead optimization based on structure-activity associations demonstrated the importance of the amide bond and the optimal length of two carbon atoms between the phenyl ring and the amide nitrogen ([@b73-ijo-48-03-0869]). The replacement of the pyrimidine moiety proved to be useful, especially with a pyrazole ring, resulting in the development of afuresertib (GSK2110183) ([@b74-ijo-48-03-0869]). In the series of 2-pyrimidyl-5-amidothiophene derivatives, the transformation of the thiophene in thiazole afforded a new lead compound DC120 ([@b75-ijo-48-03-0869]). For both related compounds, afuresertib and DC120 ([Fig. 5](#f5-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}), the stereochemistry of the isomers is very important for the enzyme inhibition.

DC120 has been shown to inhibit the proliferation of CNE2 and MDA-MB-453 cells via the induction of apoptosis mediated by cleaved caspase-3 and reduced the phosphorylation levels of forkhead transcription factor (FKHR), glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK-3β) and mTOR in a dose- and time-dependent manner. In xenograft models, DC120 inhibited CNE2 tumor growth ([@b76-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Afuresertib (GSK2110183) is a highly potent inhibitor of Akt, with subnanomolar potency against Akt1 and low nanomolar potency against Akt2 and Akt3. Proliferation assays of human tumor cell lines demonstrated that the hematological cell lines were the most sensitive, mostly acute lymphoblastic leukemia, non-Hodgkin\'s lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia ([@b74-ijo-48-03-0869]). In a clinical study, afuresertib (PKB112835) was shown to be safe and well-tolerated. It produced a relatively low incidence and magnitude of hyperglycemia, due to the improved kinase selectivity versus other PKC isoforms. Afuresertib proved its clinical efficacy in a number of hematological malignancies, particularly in multiple myeloma ([@b77-ijo-48-03-0869]). A phase I/II study on afuresertib in combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone in patients with relapsed or refractory myeloma showed an overall response rate of 41% ([@b78-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Uprosertib (GSK2141795) is a structurally close analog of afuresertib, the main difference being the replacement of the thiophene core with its bioisostere furan ring ([Fig. 5](#f5-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}). The inhibition of Akt and anti-proliferative effect of uprosertib is similar to that of afuresertib, with uprosertib being more potent and having greater off-target kinase inhibition. It is was tested clinically alone or in combination with trametinib (MEK inhibitor) in various types of cancer ([@b74-ijo-48-03-0869]).

5. Allosteric inhibitors
========================

ATP-competitive inhibitors are non-selective against Akt isozymes, and poorly selective against closely related kinases, as the catalytic domain is highly similar. Efforts to identify Akt-specific and isoform-selective inhibitors have resulted in the discovery of allosteric inhibitors ([@b79-ijo-48-03-0869]). Allosteric modulators offer distinct advantages compared to orthosteric ligands that target to active sites, such as greater specificity, reduced side-effects and lower toxicity ([@b80-ijo-48-03-0869]).

2,3-Diphenylquinoxaline and analogs
-----------------------------------

One of the first allosteric inhibitors of Akt was a 2,3-diphenylquinoxaline derivative that demonstrated potent inhibitory effects against Akt1, but no effect on the mutated Akt enzyme depleted of the PH domain ([@b81-ijo-48-03-0869]). The lead compound ([Fig. 6](#f6-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) resulted from a high throughput screening focused to identify compounds capable of inhibiting all three Akt isozymes, and was found to be selective over PKA, PKC and SGK ([@b81-ijo-48-03-0869]).

The 5,6-diphenyl-pyrazin-2(1*H*)-one scaffold emerged as an analog of the 2,3-diphenylquinoxaline template and was used to develop potent selective inhibitors for Akt1 and Akt2 ([@b81-ijo-48-03-0869]). Imidazoquinoxaline also proved to be a good template for the design of allosteric Akt inhibitors ([@b79-ijo-48-03-0869]).

The transformation of the core 1,4-quinoxaline with a naphthyridine scaffold improved the compounds basicity and therefore increased polarity and the solubility ([@b82-ijo-48-03-0869]). The introduction of the naphthyridine ring in a tricyclic structure significantly improved Akt2 inhibition and cellular activities ([@b83-ijo-48-03-0869]). MK-2206 is a triazolo\[3,4-*f*\]\[1,6\]naphthyridin-3(2*H*)-one derivative ([Fig. 6](#f6-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}), is an orally active, highly potent and selective inhibitor of all three Akt isoforms, resulting in decreased p-Akt Thr308 and p-Akt Ser473 levels, and consequently, in the reduction of the phosphorylation of the downstream targets, GSK-3β, PRAS40, FoxO1/FoxO3a, and Bad ([@b84-ijo-48-03-0869]). It binds in a pocket formed at the interface of the catalytically active kinase domain and the regulatory PH domain locking the kinase in a closed conformation and preventing the adaptation of the active state ([@b85-ijo-48-03-0869]).

MK-2206 induces G1-phase cell-cycle arrest and increased apoptosis, accompanied by pro-caspase cleavage in a concentration-dependent manner ([@b86-ijo-48-03-0869]). Oxidation mediated by CYP3A4 is the primary elimination pathway ([@b87-ijo-48-03-0869]). In preclinical experiments, MK-2206 demonstrated significant synergy when combined with doxorubicin, camptothecin (topoisomerase inhibitors), gemcitabine and 5-fluorouracil (antimetabolites), carboplatin (DNA cross-linker), erlotinib (EGFR) and lapatinib (dual EGFR/HER2 inhibitor) in lung NCI-H460 or ovarian A2780 cancer cell lines ([@b84-ijo-48-03-0869]). MK-2206 has been extensively investigated, alone or in combination, in a considerable number of phase I or II clinical trials. Several phase I studies are evaluating MK-2206 alone or in addition to HER inhibitors, such as trastuzumab or lapatinib, in various types of breast cancer ([@b88-ijo-48-03-0869]). The clinical evaluation of MK-2206 for the treatment of acute myelogenous leukemia proved to be largely unsatisfactory ([@b89-ijo-48-03-0869]). The combination of MK-2206 and selumetinib, a MEK1/2 inhibitor, did not achieved the desired level of clinical activity in patients with advanced colorectal cancer ([@b90-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Alkylphospholipids (ALPs)
-------------------------

Structurally based on the scaffold of lysophosphatidylcholine, ALPs have a long hydrocarbon chain that allows easy partitioning into the plasma membrane of cells and thus accumulation into cell membranes ([@b91-ijo-48-03-0869]). They kill tumor cells by the induction apoptotic and non-apoptotic cell death, and indirectly by interference with the PH domain of Akt and disrupting critical signal transduction pathways ([@b92-ijo-48-03-0869]). ALPs ([Fig. 7](#f7-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) prevent plasma membrane recruitment of the PH domain of Akt by disrupting membrane microdomains and/or by displacing its natural ligands from the PH domain. The result is that Akt is no longer capable of adopting the favorable conformation for its phosphorylation and activation ([@b93-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Edelfosine (1-O-octadecy-2-O-methyl-rac-glycero-3-phosphocholine, Et-18-OCH~3~) is one of the first synthetic analogues of lysophosphatidylcholine ([@b94-ijo-48-03-0869]) which has shown promising anti-proliferative effects in both *in vivo* and *in vitro* models. Cells treated with edelfosine exhibited a marked and rapid decrease in p-Akt Ser473 levels, coupled with a reduction in the phosphorylation levels of mTOR (p-mTOR) ([@b95-ijo-48-03-0869]). Its clinical use is limited by the high toxicity and low selectivity ([@b96-ijo-48-03-0869]). The thioether analog of edelfosine, ilmofosine (BM 41.440) has demonstrated dose-dependent *in vivo* and *in vitro* antitumor activity in various solid tumor models. The gastrointestinal toxicity is dose-limiting and limits its clinical use ([@b97-ijo-48-03-0869]).

The glycerol moiety in ALP has proven to be not essential for the antitumor activity and a second generation containing a phosphoester chain was designed and synthesized. Miltefosine (hexadecylphosphocholine, HePC) was evaluated asan oral therapy in clinical studies against soft tissue sarcomas ([@b98-ijo-48-03-0869]) and advanced colorectal cancer ([@b99-ijo-48-03-0869]); however, the doses required for the antitumor effects were too toxic. Miltefosine, either used alone or in conjunction with other therapies, proved to be effective and tolerable as a local treatment for cutaneous breast cancer ([@b100-ijo-48-03-0869]). The clinical use of miltefosine is restricted to topical application due to hemolytic toxicity upon intravenous application. Miltefosine has demonstrated very good activity against various parasite species and is one of the few therapeutic solutions for visceral and cutaneous leishmaniasis ([@b101-ijo-48-03-0869]).

The replacement of the choline moiety of miltefosine with a piperidine scaffold resulted in D-21266 (perifosine), a compound with a better metabolic stability, and a significantly improved gastrointestinal tract tolerance. Perifosine has displayed significant anti-proliferative activity and triggers apoptosis *in vitro* and *in vivo* in several human tumor model systems. Perifosine has been tested in several clinical trials against a large variety of tumors. As a single therapy, perifosine proved useful only in sarcoma and Waldenstrom macroglobulinemia. It is currently in clinical development for the treatment of colorectal cancer in combination with capecitabine and of multiple myeloma in combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone or in combination with lenalidomide and dexamethasone ([@b102-ijo-48-03-0869]). Perifosine has been tested in combination with sorafenib, sunitinib, paclitaxel, docetaxel, lenalinomide or gemcitabine in various other types of cancer ([@b91-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Erucylphosphocholine (ErPC) is a long chain and unsaturated homologue of miltefosine which causes it to associate in aqueous environments as non-haemolytic lamellar rather than micellar structures making it suitable for intravenous administration ([@b103-ijo-48-03-0869]). Its clinical use is difficult due to the poor solubility in aqueous solutions ([@b93-ijo-48-03-0869]). The search for structural analogues with improved solubility properties resulted in Erufosine (ErPC3, erucylphosphohomocholine) ([@b103-ijo-48-03-0869]). Both ErPC and ErPC3 are superior to other ALPs in their ability to cross the blood-brain barrier and accumulate in brain tissue and constitute promising candidates for glioblastoma therapy ([@b104-ijo-48-03-0869]).

ErPC and ErPC3 have been tested in various other cancer types of cancer, including acute myeloid leukemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, colorectal cancer and oral squamous cell carcinoma ([@b105-ijo-48-03-0869]). Preclinical data suggest that ErPC and ErPC3 have additive or synergistic effects when combined with ionizing radiation and may be used with radiation therapy to overcome resistance to standard treatment ([@b104-ijo-48-03-0869],[@b106-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Indole-3-carbinol and analogues
-------------------------------

Indole-3-carbinol is a natural compound found in the *Brassica* species with average anti-proliferative effects and chemopreventive activity against chemically-induced tumors in various rodent models through the inactivation of Akt kinase ([@b107-ijo-48-03-0869]). The main disadvantage of indole-3-carbinol is its low chemical stability, under acidic conditions being converted to 3,3′-diindolylmethane which is considered responsible for its biological effects *in vivo* ([@b108-ijo-48-03-0869]).

In pursuit of compounds with better stability, 3-chloroacetylindole was developed as a potent ATP non-competitive inhibitor of Akt1 and Akt2, and has been shown to suppress cell growth and induce apoptosis both *in vitro* and *in vivo* experiments ([@b109-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Based on the structure of diindolylmethane, a novel class of indole analogs were developed in order to optimize its anticancer effects. The most promising of these analogs, an indolo\[2,3-*b*\]carbazole derivative, has exhibited potent oral anticancer activity against various types of cancer and no significant toxicity ([@b110-ijo-48-03-0869]). SR13668 has been shown to have no adverse effects on fasting glucose levels or body weight in mice treated with doses of up to 500 mg/kg for 14 days ([@b110-ijo-48-03-0869]). Preclinical pharmacokinetic studies found low bioavailability in rats, dogs and monkeys due to the limited aqueous solubility and expected high permeability through biological membranes ([@b111-ijo-48-03-0869]). SR13668 was investigated in a clinical trial on healthy volunteers to assess the formulation effect on the bioavailability after oral administration ([@b112-ijo-48-03-0869]).

OSU-A9 is an indole-3-carbinol derivative with better chemical stability that has been shown to inhibit Akt signaling in MCF-7 cells, as demonstrated by the concomitant dephosphorylation of Akt and two downstream kinase substrates, GSK-3β and IKKα. This new derivative was also found to inhibit the nuclear factor-κB signaling pathways ([@b113-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Sulfonamide derivatives
-----------------------

A three-dimensional virtual screening based on the Akt1 PH domain structure led to the development of compound PH-316, a sulfadiazine derivative ([Fig. 8](#f8-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}), which inhibited Akt and HT-29 cell proliferation. However, it failed to achieve the blood concentration required to inhibit Akt in animal models, due to the rapid metabolism of the azo bond ([@b114-ijo-48-03-0869]). In order to improve the anticancer profile of PH-316, a larger *in silico* study was performed and four scaffolds were identified. Several structural modifications led to PHT-427 (4-dodecyl-*N*-(1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl) benzenesulfonamide), a potent Akt inhibitor with an IC~50~ of 6.3±0.9 μmol/l in Panc-1 cells and a strong inducer of apoptosis at 20 μmol/l ([@b115-ijo-48-03-0869]). PHT-427 inhibited the growth of various human tumor xenografts in immunodeficient mice following oral administration. It showed synergic antitumor activity with paclitaxel and gemcitabine in a Panc-1 tumors, with erlotinib in a non-small-cell lung cancers and with paclitaxel in breast cancer ([@b116-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Thiourea derivatives
--------------------

High-throughput fluorescence polarization binding assay based on a recombinant fragment of human Akt1 identified two inhibitors of PIP3/PH domain binding, which were termed PIT-1 and PIT-2. They also inhibited, although with lower affinity, the binding of PIP3 to the PH domains of PDK1, general receptor for phosphoinositides isoform 1 (GRP1) and ARNO ([@b117-ijo-48-03-0869]). Structural analysis demonstrated that thiourea and hydroxyl groups are critical for the anticancer activity. Due to the limited aqueous solubility of PIT-1, the dimethyl analog, DM-PIT-1 ([Fig. 8](#f8-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}), was developed ([@b118-ijo-48-03-0869]). In a study focusing on the synthesis of new pyrazole derivatives based on the tenovins scaffold, we obtained N-\[(1-methyl-1*H*-pyrazol-4-yl) carbonyl\]-N′-(3-bromophenyl)-thiourea as an apoptosis agent and biological screening suggested that it can inhibit Akt in a similar manner with PIT-1 ([@b119-ijo-48-03-0869]).

Purine derivatives
------------------

Screening of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Diversity Set led to the identification of API-2 \[(Triciribine (TCN), NSC 154020\] that potently inhibited Akt signaling in human cancer cells, leading to the inhibition of cell growth and the induction of apoptosis ([@b120-ijo-48-03-0869]). TCN is a tricyclic purine nucleoside derivative ([Fig. 9](#f9-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) that is metabolically activated inside cells by adenosine kinase to its monophosphate active analog, TCN-P ([@b121-ijo-48-03-0869]). Surface plasmon resonance and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy have demonstrated that TCN-P, but not TCN, binds to the PH domain of Akt in the vicinity of the PIP3 binding pocket, thereby preventing Akt phosphorylation and subsequent activation. The proposed mechanism of TCN-P Akt inhibition is by preventing PIP3 from recruiting Akt to the plasma membrane, either by competing with PIP3 for binding to PH domain or by binding to region that induces conformational changes that hinder PIP3 activation ([@b122-ijo-48-03-0869]). Treatment of T cell acute lymphocytic leukemia cells with 10 μM TCN has been shown to inhibit Akt phosphorylation and its downstream signaling, causing cell cycle arrest and caspase-dependent apoptosis ([@b123-ijo-48-03-0869]). In prostate cancer cells, TCN was shown to increase the apoptosis induced by the death receptor pathway ([@b124-ijo-48-03-0869]). TCN and TCN-P were subjected to several clinical trials against various solid neoplasms and hematological malignancies, but their efficacy is limited due to their toxicity ([@b121-ijo-48-03-0869]). The combination treatment of TCN with other anticancer agents proved to be a better solution than treatment with TCN alone ([@b125-ijo-48-03-0869]).

An isosteric scaffold of adenosine, the 4-aminopyrido\[2,3-*d*\]pyrimidine derivative API-1 was discovered to inhibit Akt by screening the DTP/NCI compound library in a cell-based assay. API-1 binds to the PH domain and inhibits Akt membrane translocation, leading to the inhibition of the growth of tumors with hyperactivated Akt ([@b126-ijo-48-03-0869]). API-1 was shown to induce apoptosis in tested cancer cell lines by synergizing with TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) ([@b127-ijo-48-03-0869]). A series of 4-amino-pyrrolo\[2,3-*d*\]pyrimidine derivatives, closely related to API-1, were discovered in a high-throughput screening based on a newly developed fluorescence-based assay as allosteric Akt inhibitors ([@b85-ijo-48-03-0869]).

A series of 3-phenyl-3*H*-imidazo\[4,5-*b*\]pyridine was developed as orally bioavailable potent ATP non-competitive Akt inhibitors, the best compound being the N-(4-(5-(3-acetamidophenyl)-2-(2-aminopyridin-3-yl)-3*H*-imidazo\[4,5-*b*\] pyridin-3-yl)benzyl)-3-fluorobenzamide ([@b128-ijo-48-03-0869]). Even if the imidazo\[4,5-*b*\]pyridine template is closely related to the purine ring, the structural conformation of these compounds resemble more the 2,3-diphenylquinoxalines based derivatives.

ARQ 092 was identified searching for inhibitors which use the intrinsic negative regulatory function of hydrophobic clusters in the ATP-binding cleft. ARQ 092 binds to inactive, unphosphorylated Akt1 with subnanomolar affinity and inhibits all three isoforms. In a previous study, the growth of AN3CA human endometrial tumors was markedly suppressed in xenograft models following the oral administration of ARQ 092 ([@b129-ijo-48-03-0869]). ARQ 092 and its congener, ARQ 751, have been shown to inhibit proliferation across multiple tumor types and were most potent in leukemia, breast, endometrial and colorectal cancer cell lines ([@b130-ijo-48-03-0869]). Only the core structure of these compounds was disclosed and consists of 3-(3-phenyl-3*H*-imidazo\[4,5-*b*\]pyridin-2-yl)pyridin-2-amines. The authors do not mention the developmental process, but most probably it involved the aforementioned N-(4-(5-(3-acetamidophenyl)-2-(2-aminopyridin-3-yl)-3*H*-imidazo\[4,5-*b*\]pyridin-3-yl)benzyl)-3-fluorobenzamide.

Derivatives with various structures
-----------------------------------

BAY 1125976 has been reported as a highly selective, potent allosteric Akt1/2 inhibitor, with strong *in vitro* and *in vivo* activity in tumor models with activated Akt signaling and in cell lines possessing the activating mutation, Akt1E17K ([@b131-ijo-48-03-0869]). The structure of the compound was not yet disclosed.

Using *in silico* screening, derivatives of 3-methylxanthine, quinoline-4-carboxamide and 2-\[4-(cyclohexa-1,3-dien-1-yl)-1*H*-pyrazol-3-yl\]phenol were proposed as potential leads for future development of Akt1 allosteric inhibitors ([@b132-ijo-48-03-0869]).

A series of tetracyclic triterpenoids isolated from the oleogum resin of *Boswellia carterii* were discovered as potent Akt inhibitors, whereas, 3-oxo-tirucallic acid is a weak inhibitor of Akt, 3α-.and 3β-acetoxy-tirucallic acids block Akt1 activity at concentrations below 1 μmol/l. Treatment of PC-3 cells with acetoxy-tirucallic acids was shown to inhibit the phosphorylation of GSK-3β and reduce the nuclear levels of β-catenin and c-Myc. Molecular docking studies indicated that tirucallic acids exhibit affinity binding to the PH domain of Akt. Treatment of mice bearing xenotransplanted PC-3 tumors for 2 weeks with 10 μmol/kg 3β-acetoxy-tirucallic resulted in a significant reduction in tumor growth ([@b133-ijo-48-03-0869]).

6. Irreversible inhibitors
==========================

Lactoquinomycin is a natural product isolated from the fermentation broth of *Streptomyces* sp. LL-AF101 that was found to selectively inhibit Akt ([@b134-ijo-48-03-0869]). Lactoquinomycin is a pyrano-naphthoquinone antibiotic ([Fig. 10](#f10-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) and a potent inhibitor of Akt by irreversible covalent interaction with two critical catalytic activation loop cysteines (Cys296 and Cys310) and does not interfere with the PDK1-dependent Thr308 phosphorylation ([@b135-ijo-48-03-0869]). The proposed mechanism is a S-alkylation involving the reduction of the quinone ring to a hydroquinone and subsequent opening of the lactone ring ([@b136-ijo-48-03-0869]). In various tumor cell models, lactoquinomycin potently inhibited the phosphorylation of Akt downstream substrates GSK-3α/β, FKHRL1 and mTOR ([@b135-ijo-48-03-0869]). Frenolicin B is a related pyrano-naphthoquinone natural derivative with similar Akt inhibition profile ([@b136-ijo-48-03-0869]). A similar inhibitory effect was observed for kalafungin and medermycin ([@b136-ijo-48-03-0869]).

A phenylalanine vinyl ketone derivative ([Fig. 10](#f10-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="fig"}) was designed and synthesized as a covalent inactivator of Akt, and demonstrated potent cell growth inhibition in HCT116 and H460 cells and selective Akt inhibition by bonding to Cys310 ([@b137-ijo-48-03-0869]). Alkylation of Cys310 by Michael acceptors was demonstrated also for 4-hydroxynonenal ([@b138-ijo-48-03-0869]).

The 1,6-naphthyridinone and imidazo-1,2-pyridine templates were used to design Michael acceptors to target Cys296 or Cys310. The lead compound exhibited a selective profile, exclusively targeting Akt isoforms without affecting related kinases ([@b139-ijo-48-03-0869]).

7. Clinically relevant Akt inhibitors
=====================================

Despite the large number of compounds proven to inhibit Akt *in vitro* and *in vivo* models, only a limited number of these have entered clinical evaluation. Miltefosine is the only Akt inhibitor approved, but only for the treatment of visceral and cutaneous leishmaniasis, and not for the treatment of cancer. The compounds evaluated clinically and the status of the trials are summarized in [Table II](#tII-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="table"}.

Based on the cellular function of Akt and on the preclinical studies of the efficacy of various Akt inhibitors, the strategy of combined therapy emerged as a major research direction. On the other hand, Akt inhibitors have been shown to significantly improve the therapeutic outcome of traditional anticancer drugs. The preclinical tests of several Akt inhibitors as combinative therapy are summarized in [Table III](#tIII-ijo-48-03-0869){ref-type="table"}.

8. Potential biomarker for Akt inhibitors
=========================================

In the era of precision medicine identifying predictive biomarkers, therapy with targeted agents has become a major goal of translational research. Therefore, potential biomarkers for treatment with Akt inhibitors would facilitate the design of clinical trials and would accelerate the introduction of these compounds to clinical practice. In this regard, the observation that sensitivity to Akt-specific inhibitors is dependent upon the activation of the PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway suggests that biomarkers in this pathway may by predictive for treatment with Akt inhibitors ([@b140-ijo-48-03-0869]). Similarly, experiments using cell lines with PIK3CA or PTEN alterations have demonstrated increased activity for all MK-2206, AZD5363 and GDC-0068 compounds ([@b63-ijo-48-03-0869],[@b141-ijo-48-03-0869],[@b142-ijo-48-03-0869]).

In the clinic, early-phase trials with MK-2206 and ipatasertib support the hypothesis that AKT inhibitors do possess activity against tumors with PTEN deficiency. Objective responses have been reported in patients with PTEN-deficient metastatic pancreatic and colorectal cancer ([@b143-ijo-48-03-0869],[@b144-ijo-48-03-0869]). In addition to the loss of PTEN, clinical evidence suggests that patients with PIK3CA-mutant tumors may benefit from treatment with Akt inhibitors. For example, in phase I trials of single-agent ipatasertib and AZD5363, objective response and clinical benefit were observed in patients with PIK3CA-mutant colorectal cancer ([@b145-ijo-48-03-0869]), as well as gynecological malignancies (cervical and endometrial cancer) with PIK3CA mutations ([@b146-ijo-48-03-0869]). In conclusion, analysis for somatic alteration in PTEN or PIK3CA mutation may serve as a potent biomarker to therapy with Akt inhibitors.

9. Conclusions
==============

Akt modulates and regulates the function of numerous substrates and is the key factor in cell survival and growth mechanism. A plethora of studies supports the role of Akt as a well validated target for drug development. In spite of modern drug discovery techniques and increasing knowledge regarding Akt functions and activation, no Akt inhibitor has been yet approved for oncologic use. This is further coupled with a relatively low number of compounds that have been included in clinical trials.

The drug discovery process is hindered by a high degree of structural similarity between Akt isoforms, especially in the catalytic domain, and their considerable structural analogy to the AGC kinase family. The use of alternative approaches employing allosteric inhibitors of Akt produced compounds with better selectivity and efficacy.

All the major components of the Akt pathway, consisting of PI3Ks, PDK1, Akt and mTOR, are the focus of intensive research for targeted cancer therapy ([@b32-ijo-48-03-0869]). However, thus far a limited number of drugs has emerged from this approach.

Clinical trials with MK-2206 and GDC-0068 support the hypothesis that Akt inhibitors will be most useful in tumors with PTEN deficiency and PIK3 mutations ([@b147-ijo-48-03-0869]). However, most Akt inhibitors display a rather limited clinical activity as single agents. This clearly emphasizes the importance of combinatorial treatments for better therapeutic perspective of Akt inhibitors.
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###### 

Akt-inhibiting drugs listed into major classes.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Class                                Description
  ------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ATP-competitive inhibitors           Orthosteric inhibitors targeting the ATP-binding pocket of the protein kinase B (Akt)

   Isoquinoline-5-sulfonamides         H-8, H-89, NL-71-101

   Azepane derivatives                 A series structures derived from (−)-balanol

   Aminofurazans                       GSK690693

   Heterocyclic rings                  7-azaindole, 6-phenylpurine derivatives, pyrrolo\[2,3-d\]pyrimidine derivatives, CCT128930, 3-aminopyrrolidine, anilinotriazole derivatives, spiroindoline derivatives, AZD5363, ipatasertib (GDC-0068, RG7440), A-674563, A-443654

   Phenylpyrazole derivatives          AT7867, AT13148

   Thiophenecarboxamide derivatives    Afuresertib (GSK2110183), 2-pyrimidyl-5-amidothiophene derivative (DC120), uprosertib (GSK2141795)

  Allosteric inhibitors                Superior to orthosteric inhibitors providing greater specificity, reduced side-effects and less toxicity

   2,3-diphenylquinoxaline analogues   2,3-diphenylquinoxaline derivatives, triazolo\[3,4-*f*\]\[1,6\]naphthyridin-3(2*H*)-one derivative (MK-2206)

   Alkylphospholipids                  Edelfosine (1-O-octadecyl-2-O-methyl-rac-glycero-3-phosphocholine, ET-18-OCH~3~) ilmofosine (BM 41.440), miltefosine (hexadecylphosphocholine, HePC), perifosine (D-21266), erucylphosphocholine (ErPC), erufosine (ErPC3, erucylphosphohomocholine

   Indole-3-carbinol analogues         Indole-3-carbinol, 3-chloroacetylindole, diindolylmethane, diethyl 6-methoxy-5,7-dihydroindolo \[2,3-*b*\]carbazole-2,10-dicarboxylate (SR13668), OSU-A9

   Sulfonamide derivatives             PH-316, PHT-427

   Thiourea derivatives                PIT-1, PIT-2, DM-PIT-1, N-\[(1-methyl-1*H*-pyrazol-4-yl)carbonyl\]-N′-(3-bromophenyl)-thiourea

   Purine derivatives                  Triciribine (TCN, NSC 154020), triciribine mono-phosphate active analogue (TCN-P), 4-amino-pyrido\[2,3-*d*\]pyrimidine derivative API-1, 3-phenyl-3*H*-imidazo\[4,5-*b*\]pyridine derivatives, ARQ 092

   Other structures, derivatives       BAY 1125976, 3-methyl-xanthine, quinoline-4-carboxamide and 2-\[4-(cyclohexa-1,3-dien-1-yl)-1*H*-pyrazol-3-yl\]phenol, 3-oxo-tirucallic acid, 3α- and 3β-acetoxy-tirucallic acids, acetoxy-tirucallic acid

  Irreversible inhibitors              Natural products, antibiotics\
                                       Lactoquinomycin, Frenolicin B, kalafungin, medermycin, Boc-Phe-vinyl ketone,\
                                       4-hydroxynonenal (4-HNE), 1,6-naphthyridinone derivatives, imidazo-1,2-pyridine derivatives
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Reported clinical evaluations of Akt inhibitors.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Therapeutic regimen                                                        Indication                                                     Status
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  GSK690693                                                                  Hematological neoplasia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia          Clinical development terminated due to hyperglycemia

  AZD5363 monotherapy                                                        Breast cancer, gastric cancer, prostate cancer                 Phase I/phase II clinical trials

  Afuresertib (GSK2110183) monotherapy                                       Relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma                        Phase I/phase II clinical trials

  Afuresertib (GSK2110183) in combination with bortezomib or dexamethasone   Relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma                        Phase I/Phase II clinical trials

  Uprosertib (GSK2141795) monotherapy                                        Relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma                        Phase I/phase II clinical trials

  Uprosertib (GSK2141795) in combination with trametinib                     Relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma                        Phase I/phase II clinical trials

  Ipatasertib (GDC-0068, RG7440) monotherapy                                 Triple-negative breast cancer                                  Phase I/phase II clinical trials

  MK-2206 in combination with gefitinib or erlotinib                         Advanced non-small-cell lung carcinoma                         Phase I/phase II clinical trials

  MK-2206 monotherapy                                                        Acute myelogenous leukemia                                     Unsatisfactory clinical results\
                                                                                                                                            Usage limited to topical application due to hemolytic toxicity after intravenous injection

  MK-2206 in combination with selumetinib                                    Colorectal carcinoma                                           Unsatisfactory clinical results\
                                                                                                                                            Similar toxicity as for monotherapy

  MK-2206 monotherapy                                                        Non-cancerous disease (visceral and cutaneous leishmaniasis)   Early clinical evaluation

  TCN or TCN-P monotherapy                                                   Solid tumors, hematological malignancies                       Clinical efficacy limited due to toxicity
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Reported preclinical combinations with other therapeutic modalities.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Akt inhibitor                                                              Combination with                                               Action
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
  A-674563, A-443654                                                         Microtubule inhibitor (paclitaxel)                             Inhibition of Akt through PKA

  Afuresertib (GSK2110183)                                                   Proteasome inhibitor (bortezomib)\                             Inhibition of Akt1, Akt2, Akt3
                                                                             Anti-inflammatory drug (dexamethasone)                         

  Uprosertib (GSK2141795)                                                    MEK1, MEK2 kinase inhibitor (trametinib)                       Inhibition of Akt1, Akt2, Akt3

  MK-2206                                                                    Topoisomerase inhibitors (doxorubicin, camptothecin)\          G1 arrest, apoptosis induction
                                                                             Nucleotide analogues (gemcitabine, 5-FU)\                      
                                                                             DNA cross-linker (carboplatin)\                                
                                                                             EGFR inhibitors (erlotinib, gefitinib, ZD1839, trastuzumab)\   
                                                                             Kinase inhibitors (lapatinib, selumetinib)                     

  Perifosine (D-21266)                                                       Capecitabine (prodrug of nucleotide analogue 5-FU)             Inhibition of p-mTOR, apoptosis induction

  Erucylphosphocholine (ErPC), erufosine (ErPC3, erucylphosphohomocholine)   Radiation therapy                                              Inhibition of p-mTOR

  TCN, TCN-P                                                                 Nucleotide analogue (gemcitabine)                              Inhibition of p-Akt
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
